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About This Game

Dr. Spacezoo is a chaotic twin-stick precision shoot-em-up packed full of gibs and grease for 1-4 players. Blast through
procedurally generated Space Zoos to rescue exotic space animals in a chaotic bullet-hell shoot-em-up. Or reduce them to gibs.

Your call, monster.

Features

 Twin-stick shoot-em-up jammed full of bullets, gibs, grease, sparkles, and glow

 Single Player or Local Co-Op for 2-4 players

 Full joystick support

 Blast through enemies and dodge tons of bullets in procedurally generated Space Zoos

 Diverse upgradable weapons and core power-ups

 5 Play Modes: Story, Action, Boss Rush, Permadeath, and Daily Challenge

 Boss rush mode to fight against single and tag team bosses

 Brutal Permadeath mode
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 Daily Challenge with starting weapon upgrades and core power-ups

 High score leaderboards
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Title: Dr. Spacezoo
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
SmashRiot LLC
Publisher:
SmashRiot LLC
Release Date: 9 May, 2016
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This add on is amazing, great work!. Had it in a Bundle
Finished it 100 % in one afternoon

Never buy it !
A lot of bugs (like flying axes, zombies projected randomly everywhere)
Animations are horrible, scenario inexistant.
The levels are a mix of over-easy difficult (I play in hard) and tons of bugs that make you die.
This game is just frustating, I only finished it "for honor" !

Remember, never buy it ! Horrible game, horrible game design & horrible level design. I love this game. All the weapons. The
simulations are just great. I really loved the fact that you're killing and the blood sprays the whole screen in a really good game.

#Gavra Games good Working

. TRAITORS, SOLD THEIR SOULS TO ANOTHER PLATFORM!. Funny game. I like that you can defeat your enemies by
trapping them into a toilet. Also it's fun to play soccer while fighting. Great fun hilarious casual fighting game to play with a
friend. Get this its works
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I had such great hop for this game and after waiting years to be able to play the game i have to say its the worse game i have
ever bought. No way of deleting saved games you dont play it is always freezing and once you save and open to play and i have
no building or walls. this game so ♥♥♥♥ing sucks what the ♥♥♥♥.. Have just completed first mission, no glitches, crashes or
problems of any kind. Excellant game. I normally list good and bad things in my reviews, but this game doesn't really have
anything of the former...

 doesn't remember any of the settings (language, full screen, sounds\/music volume)

 storyline is nothing interesting

 dialogues are rather useless and disturbing, I feel like reading a book

 devs say it's non-linear - it is linear as hell!

 4 turrets types only

 no upgrades between missions, no long term strategic decisions

 turrets upgrades are linear and have 2-3 levels only (unless it didn't play long enough)

 you can only place turrets in designated spots and there is usually about 10 of them on the map

 you usually start with enough cash to place all the turrets and within 2 waves you upgrade them all to maximum

 the rest of the game is spamming repair button and pressing skip on these stupid dialogue pop ups. I got this game on
sale for roughly 2 dollars and it wasn't all that bad. Its mostly reading dialouge and honestly it didn't have that many
pictures but it was very funny. It doesn't take longer than ten minutes to finish the game, but when you finish you
immediately go to replay it with different choices and characters to get in that extra story and gameplay. I'd say that it
was pretty cool for the price I got it at.. I have more fun with this game in 72 minutes than I have with a game that's
eight ♥♥♥♥ing hours.

Ueber game > GTA V. MEEEHH....... The entire game is worth buying! I wasn't dissapointed with any episodes. I had
extreme fun with every single episode and with the limited attempt targets it's even more awesome. This game is not for
the story so if you're looking for a good story this one is good however short but the main fun of the game is to replay
missions and kill your targets\/ do other objectives in different ways. I also enjoy going on a npc murder rampage every
once in awhile anyone else? Just me... ok. I love this game, and would love to see it come out of early access and get that
polish it deserves.
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